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i have a sony tv that i am trying to find the model number
for. i found the model number to be xbdg75u3. i have it on
the back of the tv. can someone please tell me the model
number that is on the back of the tv. if you're lucky enough
to have purchased a tv from the same retailer as the one
selling the headphones, you can simply search the retailer's
site to find out what the serial number of the tv is. for most
online retailers, this is as easy as browsing the help section
of the website. for example, the serial number of the sony
xbr-55x850g is xb55x850g, and the serial number of the
sony xbr-75x850g is xb75x850g. if you purchase the
headphones from a retailer not listed here, it's a good idea
to contact them and ask. thank you for contacting sei. the
serial number is listed on the product manual that is
supplied with the television. if your product manual is lost or
damaged, you may view the serial number by following
these steps: open the following link in a web browser: click
on the link titled "view model number, serial number, and
warranty information". enter the product number, model
number, and serial number in the appropriate boxes. the
serial number that is displayed on the back of the screen
may not be the same as the serial number on the tv itself. if
you have a serial number, you need to know the model
number and serial number of your tv. my brand new sony tv
was set up for 2 years with the serial number on the back of
the tv. i changed my mind and changed to another brand so
when i went to register my new tv i had no idea what serial
number to enter. unfortunately it doesnt have a serial
number, i am going to try to contact sony but i am not
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holding my breath. is there anyway i can get a different
serial number for this brand new tv. i need to register it for a
vod account and i cant do that without the serial number.
please help. i need a solution to this quick because the vod
account is set up and i need to get this tv registered so that i
can use the vod account.
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looking around at what we have in the house to try and
make this happen we found what appears to be a walmart tv
with one of those square/rectangle thin boxes on it. a couple

of years back i had a lawn mower and similar looking
product that required a key to turn on and the box with the

key in it. after some googling on the box, we found the
model number and serial number numbers and that the box
is made by sony. an interesting thing about this box is the

fact that it comes with what appears to be a remote control.
curious to see how that device performs i hooked it up and it
seems to turn on, but its not picking up wifi. also, the device
has a serial number of 04b. i searched for 04b online and the

closest i found was a chinese website so not sure if this is
legitimate or not. ive put in the request to the post office to
send us a key as our wifi keeps dropping. if you cant find it,

you can contact the manufacturer for information. some
advice: try not to panic, and make sure you have the correct

wiring diagram for your specific model. if you are unsure,
google the model number and "tv wiring diagram".
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sometimes, it is the transducers that have to be reconnected
or the mains power supply. once again, make sure the

model you have is the model you are trying to replace. most
tv's have a wifi antenna, wi-fi logo and network connections
at the back of the set. if you cannot use the wifi to access

the web, then you will need a wifi router (or lan cable) or the
wifi android tv remote app (or alternatives). the tv may

support streaming tv services such as netflix, hulu, amazon
and freeview through the internet. then you would need the

appropriate wifi android tv remote app if the tv does not
support it. 5ec8ef588b
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